
PenSpeak Module
PenRad’s Mammography Information System offers the PenSpeak
dictation module that allows recording of complicated studies or findings and
tracking points for transcription.

The radiologist voice is recorded through the hand-held Phillips SpeechMike
with convenient pause, record, fast forward and rewind buttons with integrated
playback speaker to create a wave file.  The file is available for transcription on
the network.

When the transcription is proofed, the recorded wave file can be heard.
PenRad offers the SpeechMike and a playback footswitch for the
transcriptionist.

Features:

Local or offsite transcriptionist - allows transcription, proofing on network.

Digital recording - no need for tape transportation or misplacement.

250,000 word spell check dictionary - facilitates medical words and
additions.

Integrated approach - facilitates radiologists that prefer dictation over
standardized narrative report generation.

Reduced turnaround - no wait for receipt of tapes or transferring of files.

Improves HIPAA compliance - no distribution of report necessary with
patient data for approval.

Automated correlation of transcription to imaging study - saves time, work
and increases accuracy.

Study notification - provides notification of study status: dictated,
transcribed, transcription approved, etc…

Radiologist Operation:

During the exam, if additional or complete dictation
is necessary, radiologist taps the record button on
SpeechMike and voice is automatically captured for
transcription.

Radiologist can playback or edit.

SpellCheck button is provided to proof spelling.
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PenRad
Radiologist Operation Continued:
When the report has been transcribed, notification of
exam status is updated to transcribed status on the
radiologist work list.

When exam is selected for transcription
review/approval, radiologist views transcription
and approves exam for distribution - printing, fax,
etc.  If editing is necessary, the radiologist taps

the edit button to change.  Voice playback and redictate during review process is also available.  Exams
that do not have tracking points entered, will be signified by the status code - tracking required.  Tracking
points may be entered by radiologist, transcriptionist or mammo coordinator based on facility’s preference.

Transcriptionist Operation:
From the transcriptionist work list, when an exam is
selected, the direct voice file is available for
playback via the footswitch or keyboard keystrokes
to control voice file (play, rewind, fast forward).
Report can be spell checked, suspended and or
completed for approval.

PenRad continues to provide “more” than just a
mammography reporting and tracking system.  The
best gets even better.

Phillips and SpeechMike are registered names and
trademarks of their respective owners.  PCs require
soundcard, USB and/or headset capabilities.
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